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Since the September 2nd market crash, the combined market capitalization of all ERC-20 assets has overtaken Ethereum’s own
market cap, with the differential between the two continuing to grow in favor of ERC-20 assets. This market cap ‘flippening’
points to the fact that the price of Ethereum has corrected more strongly than the ERC-20 ecosystem and has struggled
to bounce back in the immediate aftermath.

Key Takeaways
ý

Perhaps unsurprisingly, it was the DeFi-related coins in particular
that managed to bounce back much quicker than ETH; according
to Santiment’s DeFi watchlist, the collective market cap of DeFi-related
assets has grown by +15.6% in the past week alone. In comparison,
Ethereum’s own market cap has grown by +7.7% in the same period.

ý

ý
ý

However, Ethereum’s scalability challenges may halt innovation.
Ethereum’s daily average fees are at a massive $5.24; up until the
beginning of August, Ethereum’s daily average fees for 2020 hovered
around $0.38. The amount of addresses sending or receiving
Ethereum daily has dwindled from 505,440 on August 5th
to 312,860 on September 14, marking a -38.1% decline.

Also, further price appreciation of Ethereum is difficult, because
Ethereum’s 365-day MVRV ratio, which — even with the recent
correction — presently sits at 1.44, indicating that ETH’s veteran
holders are — on average — up +44% on their initial investment.
This has been a historically strenuous level for Ethereum, as ETH’s 365day MVRV ratio peaked at +43% in May 2018 right before the dump,
and at +48% in February 2020 prior to a correction. Should long-term
holders begin to lose confidence in Ethereum’s short-term price action,
this has been a familiar zone for them to take some profit in the past.
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Reviewing the Market Cap
of ERC-20s and Ethereum’s
Sell-side Pressure

Market Analysis The temporary ‘professionalization’ of the Ethereum network
Despite its August price rally, the level of interaction with the Ethereum
blockchain has continued to regress over the past 40 days, pointing to a potential
‘professionalization’ of the network amid rising fees.
The amount of addresses sending or receiving Ethereum daily has dwindled

from 505,440 on August 5th to 312,860 today, marking a −38.1% decline.
Within the same time frame, the amount of new addresses created on the
Ethereum network has been cut in half over the last 40 days, dropping from
127,140 on August 5th to just 63,340 today.

Ethereum's daily active addresses and network growth, past 6, months

Explore

Amount of new addresses
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Market Analysis The temporary ‘professionalization’ of the Ethereum network
What’s even more interesting is that Ethereum’s on-chain transaction volume
has mushroomed during this period (and particularly since the start of the
month), and currently hovers at its highest level since early 2018. In other
words, while there are less addresses interacting with the Ethereum network
overall, the amount of ETH being exchanged on the blockchain has recorded
uninterrupted growth throughout August and September.
This divergence fits squarely with the rise in Ethereum’s transaction fees, which
remain exorbitantly high compared to 2019 and most of this year. At present,
Ethereum’s daily average fees are at a massive $5.24; up until the beginning

of August, Ethereum’s daily average fees for 2020 hovered around $0.38.
Consequently, potential users are now charged a premium to interact with the
Ethereum blockchain, disincentivizing small transfers and undercutting the ROI
on a number of related use cases.
For the time being, the fee hike seems to have caused a temporary
‘professionalization’ of the Ethereum blockchain, as the network is still appealing
for DeFi users, yield farmers and other high-return interactions, while various
user cohorts remain sidelined - at least until the fees begin to normalize.

Explore
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Market Analysis ERC-20 market cap ‘flippens’ Ethereum’s
Since the September 2nd market crash, the combined market capitalization
of all ERC-20 assets has overtaken Ethereum’s own market cap, currently
sitting at X compared to Ethereum’s $42,5 billion.
This market cap ‘flippening’ points to the fact that the price of Ethereum
has corrected more strongly than the ERC-20 ecosystem and has struggled
to bounce back in the immediate aftermath.
Perhaps unsurprisingly, it was the DeFi-related coins in particular that
managed to bounce back much quicker than ETH; according to our DeFi
watchlist, the collective market cap of DeFi-related assets has grown by +15.6%
in the past week alone. In comparison, Ethereum’s own market cap has grown
by +7.7% in the same period.

Similarly, the ERC-20 market cap also ‘flippened’ Ethereum’s right after
the Black Thursday crash — if only for a few days — revealing a strong
bounceback potential of ERC-20 assets compared to its ‘parent’ market cap
following market-wide corrections.
The current differential between the two market caps is the largest it’s ever
been, driven largely by the proliferation of decentralized finance solutions
and the price rallies of their native tokens. Given the continued growth
of Ethereum’s Dapp ecosystem, it may only be a matter of time until the ERC20 market cap overtakes Ethereum’s for good.

Explore
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Market Analysis ETH’s sell-side pressure normalizes after the crash
A number of Ethereum’s on-chain metrics pointed to elevated sell-side
pressure prior to the September 2nd ‘dump’, including the coin’s exchangebound activity as well as the on-chain behavior of Ethereum’s mining pools.
The amount of Ethereum moving to known exchange wallets exploded
to a 6-month high 1,09m ETH (~$530,000,000 at the time) on September

1st, pointing to a major ‘wall of worry’ being erected by the Ethereum bears.
On the same day, Santiment recorded the highest single-day outflow of ETH
from miner addresses since the ‘Black Thursday’ crash, as their collective
balance shrunk by more than 31,000 ETH (~$15,000,000 at the time), signaling
strong profit-taking activities.

Explore
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Market Analysis Back to HODLing for major ETH stakeholders?
Since the correction, Ethereum’s sell-side pressure has gradually diminished,
which could allow for a more sustainable price recovery assuming otherwise
strong fundamentals. The amount of Ethereum’s deposit addresses (used
to move ETH to exchanges) has shrunk from 55000 on September 1st to just

32,216 on September 13th, marking a -41.4% decline in a span of two weeks.
In a similar vein, Ethereum miners have largely kept their block rewards
since the September 1st sell-off event, their collective balance growing
by 29,000 ETH over the past 14 days.

Explore
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Market Analysis Ethereum’s social data plummets — again
In our previous report, we noted that Ethereum’s social activity was
progressively declining throughout August, which we dubbed ‘fairly optimistic’
for the coin’s short-term price action. Said optimism finally materialized
between August 27th and September 1st, as ETH gained +27% and breached
the $480 mark before heading south.
After declining for 20 days straight, the amount of Ethereum-related mentions
on crypto social media ballooned on September 1st (in sync with its local top),

pointing to peak social hype and irrational market confidence in the secondlargest cryptocurrency.
Since the correction, however, Ethereum’s social data has plummeted yet again.
For one, the amount of Ethereum-related mentions has shrunk by 65% in the
past 14 days alone, signaling waning community interest in Ethereum’s nearterm price action and the crowd's attention shifting to other digital assets.

Explore
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Market Analysis Ethereum’s social data plummets — again
Simultaneously, the Ethereum-related sentiment on crypto social media
has recently dipped to its lowest level since January 2020, pointing
to an increasingly bearish mood among many market observers.
Though it may feel counterintuitive, a similar lack of community attention and
exceedingly bearish sentiment have historically been kind to Ethereum’s shortterm price action.

As you’ll notice on Ethereum’s sentiment chart, most of ETH’s breakouts
over the past 18 months originated in a predominantly bearish atmosphere,
when FOMO was low and the general crypto community ‘undervalued’ the
coin’s short-term potential.

Explore
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Market Analysis ETH’s MVRV ratio approaches ‘decision zone’
Ethereum’s 30-day MVRV (Market Value to Realized Value) ratio — which tracks
the average profit/loss of all addresses that acquired ETH in the last 30 days
is presently hovering at 0.94, which indicates that short-term ETH holders are —
on average — currently down −6% on their initial investment.

As a rule of thumb, the higher the MVRV ratio, the more likely it is that holders
will start to exit their positions and take profit. As a result, analyzing MVRV
levels around previous price tops can reveal the ballpark profit margins at which
ETH’s short-term holders were comfortable selling in the past.

Explore
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Market Analysis ETH’s MVRV ratio approaches ‘decision zone’
The fact that Ethereum’s short-term holders are (on average) currently below
breakeven could help alleviate the coin’s sell-side pressure in days to come,
as there will be little profit to be taken.
What is more concerning, however, is Ethereum’s 365-day MVRV ratio, which —
even with the recent correction — presently sits at 1.44, indicating that
ETH’s veteran holders are — on average — up +44% on their initial investment.

This has been a historically strenuous level for Ethereum, as ETH’s 365-day
MVRV ratio peaked at +43% in May 2018 right before the dump, and at +48%
in February 2020 prior to a correction. Should long-term holders begin to lose
confidence in Ethereum’s short-term price action, this has been a familiar zone
for them to take some profit in the past.
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This analysis was prepared by Santiment, a market intelligence platform that provides on-chain, social media and development information on 900+ cryptocurrencies.
Santiment develops tools, strategies and indicators to help users better understand crypto market behavior and identify data-driven investment opportunities.
Sign Up
Sign up to Santiment here:
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Legislation, Enterprise
Blockchain Adoption,
Fundraising Activity

Legislation
North America

Class action lawsuit targeting Tezos
ends in $25M settlement after
3 years

The IRS wants to tax every penny
of your crypto, US government
memorandum says

Tezos case, which
began when a group
of private plaintiffs
sued Tezos founders,
alleging that the project’s ICO comprised
an unlicensed securities offering, has come
to a conclusion after Judge Seeborg approved
Tezos’ $25 million settlement.

A recent memorandum from the Internal Revenue Service
(IRS) states that
“a taxpayer who receives convertible
virtual currency in exchange for performing
a microtask through a crowdsourcing platform has received consideration in exchange
for performing a service, and the convertible
virtual currency received is taxable as ordinary
income”.

SEP 01, 2020

Visit Page

US charges operators of Russian
troll farm with fraud over crypto
accounts
The U.S. filed criminal charges against
Russian national Artem Lifshits who illegally obtained U.S.
identification documents in order to use "the means of identification of United States persons to open bank
accounts, PayPal accounts, and cryptocurrency accounts."
SEP 10, 2020

Visit Page

SEP 01, 2020

Visit Page

US legislators approve bills for study
of blockchain in commerce
The Committee
on Energy and Commerce had passed
the Digital Taxonomy Act. In addition, the committee
approved the American COMPETE Act. Both
pieces of legislation will now go to the main floor
of the U.S. House of Representatives for a vote.
SEP 10, 2020

Visit Page

‘Bitcoin Pope’ faces up to 10 years
in jail for running two crypto scams
Texas Securities
Commissioner entered an Emergency Cease and Desist
Order against two
alleged crypto scam
schemes known as Forex Birds and PEK Universe that were performing fraudulent securities
offerings tied to foreign exchange (forex) and
cryptocurrencies.
SEP 07, 2020

IRS doubles down, investing
another quarter million dollars into
tracking crypto transactions
The IRS’s criminal
investigation department signed
a $249,900 contract
with a blockchain
analytics firm to expand its crypto tracing tools.
SEP 09, 2020

Visit Page

Visit Page

The IRS offers a $625,000 bounty
to anyone who can break Monero
and Lightning
The United States
Internal Revenue
Service (IRS) has
offered a bounty
of up to $625,000
to anyone who can
break purportedly untraceable privacy coins
such as Monero (XMR) as well as trace transactions on Bitcoin’s (BTC) Lightning Network.
SEP 11, 2020

Visit Page
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Legislation
Asia Pacific

Malaysian authorities arrest crypto miners for
$600K power theft
Malaysia’s Energy Commission, power utility firm Tenaga Nasional Berhad
(TNB), and local officials arrested
individuals responsible for the theft
of more than $600,000 in electricity used for crypto mining.
SEP 01, 2020

Visit Page

Seoul police reportedly investigating South
Korea's largest crypto exchange Bithumb

Chinese authorities charge six people over
$5.8B PlusToken ponzi scheme

Seoul Metropolitan Police Agency has reportedly conducted
search and seizure investigations
at Bithumb’s office on Sept. 2. Allegedly, the latest checks are purportedly connected with an ongoing police investigation involving Lee Jung Hoon, chairman
of board at Bithumb Korea and Bithumb Holdings.

Six of the 109 individuals recently
arrested by Chinese authorities
in connection with the $5.8 billion crypto Ponzi PlusToken have
been charged. PlusToken claimed
to be a South Korean crypto exchange
and took in more than 200,000 BTC, 789,000 ETH, and 26 million
EOS.

SEP 02, 2020

Visit Page

SEP 10, 2020

Visit Page
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Legislation
Europe, the Middle East and Africa

Rest of the World

‘Crypto Valley’ residents can now pay taxes
in Bitcoin
The Swiss canton of Zug will begin
allowing citizens to pay taxes
in Bitcoin (BTC) and Ether (ETH)
up to an amount of 100,000 Swiss
francs ($109,670).
SEP 03, 2020

Visit Page

Russian ministry proposes to amend law
banning crypto transactions

Scam warning as Colombia’s President
‘endorses’ Bitcoin Era

Russia’s Ministry of Finance
has reportedly proposed a set
of amendments to the law
“On Digital Financial Assets,”
or DFA. The ministry reportedly
wants to ban all crypto transactions except the obtaining of assets through inheritance,
bankruptcy and enforcement proceedings.

The Colombian police have issued a warning about fraudsters promoting a Bitcoin scam
website to social media users
as the “announcement” about the
launch of a fake Bitcoin-related investment system was purportedly “approved” by Ivan Duque,
President of Colombia.

SEP 03, 2020

Visit Page

Owning a Bitcoin ATM is about to get a lot
harder in Germany

New Swiss laws provide solid ground for
blockchain and crypto

ATMs that offer assets such
as Litecoin and Bitcoin now
require a license from Germany's financial regulator, BaFin.
Furthermore, property owners
and businesses may be liable for
Bitcoin ATM machines set up on their property if those ATMs
are unlicensed, regardless of who actually owns the machines.

Swiss parliamentarians passed
a set of finance and corporate
law amendments that define
the legalities of exchanging digital securities, the legal process
of reclaiming digital assets from
companies that go bankrupt and requirements for running
cryptocurrency exchanges such that it may mitigate the
risks of money laundering.

SEP 09, 2020

Visit Page

SEP 10, 2020

SEP 03, 2020

Visit Page

Visit Page
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Enterprise Blockchain Adoption
Supply Chain

Financial Services

Blockchain platform connects Indian farmers
to UAE food industry

Blockchain platform commercializes digital
bank guarantees in Australia

The platform Agriota E-Marketplace, which employs blockchain
technology to bridge the gap between farmers in India and the
nation’s food industry, will allow
Indian farmers to connect directly with food industry firms in the UAE to offer cereal,
seeds, fruits, vegetables, spices and condiments.

The Lygon blockchain platform,
which allows banks to issue
guarantees in just one day, has
reportedly successfully conducted its pilot since last year
with Australian banks ANZ, Commonwealth Bank of Australia (CBA) and Westpac.

SEP 01, 2020

Visit Page

Singapore Exchange (SGX) has
issued its first digital bond powered by blockchain technology
in cooperation with SGX’s established blockchain partners like
HSBC Singapore and investment
firm Temasek.
SEP 04, 2020

Visit Page

Visit Page

Logistics system provider will connect Dutch
ports via blockchain
Dutch logistics solutions provider,
Portbase, has successfully completed the first phase of their integration with blockchain-based
platform, TradeLens. Together,
they will handle operations and
core processes for ports in Amsterdam and Rotterdam
and expect to create a global ecosystem of carriers, ports,
and terminals in the future.
SEP 01, 2020

SEP 06, 2020

Singapore Exchange uses blockchain to issue
$300m digital bond

Vale completes iron ore transaction through
blockchain
Mining firm Vale sold 176,000 tons
of iron ore to Nanjing Iron & Steel,
sending the material from Malaysia
to China. Vale and its partners used
the blockchain platform Contour
to issue a letter of credit.
SEP 01, 2020

Visit Page

Bangladesh to get its first blockchain
remittance service
British national banking service
firm Standard Chartered Bank
(SCB) today announced the
blockchain-based cross-border
remittance service for Bangladesh in collaboration with the
Bangladesh-based mobile banking platform bKash and the
Malaysian remittance provider Valyou.
SEP 09, 2020

Visit Page

Visit Page
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Enterprise Blockchain Adoption
Other Industries

Shanghai’s Jing'an District issues blockchainbased discount coupons
The Jing’an District of Shanghai
will issue the coupons using one
of WeChat’s mini-programs operated by the Jing’an Culture and Tourism
Bureau. Employees, students and
other residents of the district will
be able to redeem them at the movies, theater performances
and for online courses.
SEP 01, 2020

English rock band Muse collaborates
on CryptoKitties campaign

Denmark proposes use of blockchain in fight
against corruption

English rock band Muse teamed
up with Dapper Labs in order
to create two blockchain-secured
crypto-collectibles, including a limited edition Kitty “signed” by the band.
SEP 01, 2020

Visit Page

Visit Page

The Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Denmark published a report that emphasizes the use of blockchain
as a technology that will build
a more transparent governance
and transaction system, further
adding that it will also give individuals greater rights over their
own data.
SEP 03, 2020

Visit Page

Blockchain voting hailed a success at Michigan
Democrat convention

‘Decentralized Reddit’ enables users to secure
Twitter on the blockchain

Blockchain-based app easing pandemic travel
launched

Blockchain voting platform Voatz has reportedly been deployed
successfully at the Michigan Democratic Party State Nominating
Convention as delegates at the
convention were able to nominate
candidates using the platform for the state’s Supreme Court,
state Board of Education, and boards at state universities.

Social aggregation platform Discussions.app announced its expansion
to the Telos network. The collaboration will begin with a decentralized identity system, allowing users
to record their accounts and contacts
from Twitter and other social networks to the blockchain in the
event of a block or ban.

A new app, called ICC AOKpass, allows
users to verify their COVID-19 status instantly. The platform can
adapt to the rules of any given country and allows users to instantly
verify their COVID-19 compliance
status anytime, anywhere, making travelling easier.

SEP 03, 2020

Visit Page

SEP 04, 2020

SEP 05, 2020

Visit Page

Visit Page
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Enterprise Blockchain Adoption
Other Industries

South Korean government agency to use
blockchain-based employee ID system

Tech Mahindra to build multiple blockchain
solutions on Amazon’s blockchain

Blockchain-powered ‘Smart Brain’ to govern
China’s new ‘Aerospace City’

The Korea Internet & Security
Agency (KISA) is the first public entity of South Korea to implement
a blockchain-powered employee
ID system through a smartphone
app. The agency will also issue tokens
called “KISA Coin” to reward the best employees, enabling them
to purchase snacks, beverages, and office supplies.

Tech Mahindra, the subsidiary of the
Indian Mahindra Group, has cooperated with Amazon Web Services
and other organizations to work
on blockchain solutions for the
aviation, telecom and healthcare
sectors while also pursuing projects for its banking and financial
services, retail, manufacturing, and oil and gas customers.

Singapore-based blockchain firm CyberVein has become one of 12 firms
participating in the construction
of China’s Hainan Wenchang International Aerospace City. CyberVein
will leverage its blockchain, artificial
intelligence and big data technologies to support the development of the city’s Smart Brain Planning and Design Institute.

SEP 06, 2020

Visit Page

SEP 07, 2020

Visit Page

SEP 08, 2020

Visit Page

Renault tests blockchain platform for parts
compliance
Renault tested its blockchain project, Extended Compliance End-toEnd Distributed (XCEED) that shares
compliance information between
parts manufacturers and those
who make the cars.
SEP 12, 2020

Visit Page
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Fundraising Activity

Coca-Cola Amatil invests
in Centrapay’s seed funding round

European crypto tax firms merge in bid
to expand to North American markets

Digital Currency Group acquires
cryptocurrency exchange Luno

Investor: Coca-Cola Amatil
Business scope: Coca-Cola bottler
Headquarter: Australia

Merging companies: Blockpit and CryptoTax
Business scope: Crypto compliance expert
Blockpit’s headquarter: Austria
CryptoTax’s headquarter: Germany

Investor: Digital Currency Group
Business scope: Blockchain investing
Headquarter: the US

Fundraising company: Centrapay
Business scope: Digital asset and payment provider
Headquarter: New Zealand
Announcement date: September 3rd, 2020
Funding amount: Undisclosed
SEP 03, 2020

Visit Page

Announcement date: September 8th, 2020
Purpose of the merger: Expansion to global
jurisdictions such as the U.S., Canada, Australia and
the United Kingdom
SEP 08, 2020

Visit Page

Fundraising company: Luno
Business scope: cryptocurrency exchange
Headquarter: Great Britain
Announcement date: September 9th, 2020
Deal size: Undisclosed
SEP 09, 2020

Visit Page

Cointelegraph Consulting
Cointelegraph Consulting offers bespoke research on digital assets and distributed ledger technology. Our services range from phone calls with clients when they have a question,
educational seminars for companies via online conferencing, and in-depth written reports on a wide range of topics. Our team consists of seasoned blockchain technologists that have
a passion for providing un-biased buy-side research. To schedule a free 30-minute consultation with Cointelegraph Consulting, respond to this email.
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Do you have questions about digital
assets and enterprise blockchain?
Contact Cointelegraph Consulting for a Free Consultation

consulting@cointelegraph.com

